Perpetual motion patents granted

British Government, Says Review, Accepts Applications; License Taken

On every application for a patent on a perpetual motion machine, the British government grants the patent and permits the fee, basing its act on the assumption that such inventors are crazy, and it might as well have the money.

As writes John E. Burchard says, review today is at least as much, "Yankees" inventive genius in the West as in New England Ever, fully and accurately he analyzes statistics on patent grants in the continental United States.

The "Quidnuncs," in their column preceding Monetises, describe how, with two common dry cells, an automobile can be started easily in cold weather. It sounds very practical, like a song from Popular Mechanics.

We never get tired of telling you how attractive are the pictures in the Review. This month it has been quite itself with page on page of photos that were taken within the past year.

Hunter House, long a writer for the Review, contributed to this issue a short resume of 800, called "Whirling Enemies of Motion," all about steam on the Staircase.

Staircase Again

Undergraduate Notes

The T. C. A. Freshman Cabin will hold a meeting today at five o'clock in the room used by which students desiring passage can be made to start easily in cold weather. As usual, the service will be offered shortly before Christmas.
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ALSO... the man who made "Munsey" famous in film and screen

PHIL LEWIS, Co., Inc.
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CRHANGING THE NEW DEAL MIND

Of the features of President Roosevelt's administration that goes far to insure that no blind or foolhardy steps will be taken is that will infillingness to admit error.
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